The Gold Standard:
NAP’s Automated Fabrication Machinery
Automated Machinery: the Future of Innovative Fabrication Facilities

North Alabama Pipe (NAP), a division of Anvil International, has been revolutionizing the fabrication industry for decades with their automated, technologically advanced machines. Quality, labor savings, and advanced safety are all part of the NAP fabrication solution.

As the gold standard in automated fabrication machinery, NAP’s pipe cutting, threader, grooved, and Universal Welders increase production, saving time and money for your fabrication facilities.

The Universal Welder produces, on average, 350 to 400 welds per day, compared to 200 welds with a manual operation. The ability to nearly double production can lead to huge labor savings and competitive bids. Other machines in NAP’s fabrication line-up shine just as bright. Whether using the Small Diameter Saw with automated measuring and cutting, or the plasma technology insuring precision cuts on the Big and Quick Cutting machines, NAP stands at the forefront of the industry.

Safety is a real concern for all fabrication shops. With that in mind, NAP has developed the Make On machine. The automated pipe size detection keeps operator hands away from moving parts, reducing the risk of possible injury. NAP considers enhanced operational safety a priority when developing machinery. To this end, coolant is used rather than cutting oils in the Auto Threader. The coolant delivers a cleaner product along with a safer work environment. It is attention to technology and these types of details that enhance safety in the shop.

NAP continues to introduce cutting edge technology with the development of the Auto Threading. The threader requires no manual change over and is complimented by NAP’s Small Diameter Saw. The threader, still under development, is scheduled to launch in the spring of 2015.

Innovating for the future, NAP consistently strives to make the work in the fire protection fabrication shop safer, faster, and more economical.
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For more information contact: Tony Ford, NAP, tonyford@nalapipe.com, or (256) 582-8800.

About Anvil International — Anvil International is one of the largest and most complete manufacturers of pipe fittings, pipe hangers, and piping supports systems in the world. For more than 150 years, Anvil has provided the highest-quality pipe products and services with integrity and dedication to superior customer service.

The company offers expertise and product solutions for a wide range of applications, from plumbing and mechanical, HVAC, industrial and fire protection, to mining and oil and gas.


For more information contact: Anvil’s corporate offices, 2 Holland Way, Exeter, NH 03038; (603) 418-2800, www.anvilintl.com.

About Mueller Water Products — Mueller Water Products, Inc. (NYSE:MWA) is a leading manufacturer and marketer of products and services used in the transmission, distribution, and measurement of water in North America. Their broad product and service portfolio includes engineered valves, fire hydrants, metering products and systems, leak detection, and pipe condition assessment. They help municipalities increase operational efficiencies, improve customer service, and prioritize capital spending, demonstrating why Mueller Water Products is Where Intelligence Meets Infrastructure®. The piping components systems produced by Anvil help build connections that last in commercial, industrial, and oil & gas applications. Visit: www.muellerwaterproducts.com.